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I. CONTEXT

Deploying a large-scale passive WLAN monitoring system
raises an important issue: completeness. The trivial approach
would increase the number of monitors until the merged trace
becomes complete. The problem is the number of monitors re-
quired, which can drastically impact on the system scalability.
The more traces to merge, the more CPU intensive becomes the
whole procedure. As a consequence, there is a clear tradeoff
between completeness and scalability [1].

We propose a method called “Hamiltonian” to sort
IEEE 802.11 traces before merging according to an ascending
order of similarity. The first traces of the obtained sequence
can contribute more to the merging procedure, whereas the last
ones may be discarded to improve the system scalability.

II. MERGING TRACES: SCALABLE APPROACH

We denote T the set of traces captured in the same time
period, where ti is the trace collected by monitor si. We
consider that each trace is composed of flows of frames, where
fm
i the mth is the source-destination flow in trace ti.

We weight the importance of the flow using the Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (φ) metric [2]. In our
context, documents are traces and terms are flows. A vector
of F is assigned to each trace. The n elements of the vector
are the products of two factors: the flow frequency in that
trace and the logarithm of the inverse trace (the one containing
that flow) frequency over all the traces in the set. Hence,
φ(ti, n) = |fn|

|ti| · log |T |
|{ti∈T |fn∈ti}| . The similarity between

traces ti and tj (σ(ti, tj)) is a value in the range [0; 1] (from
orthogonal to equal traces), given by the cosine of the angle
between these vectors. This is equal to the dot product of the
vectors, divided by the product of their magnitude: σ(ti, tj) =∑

n φ(ti, n) · φ(tj , n)/[
√∑

n φ(ti, n)
2 ·

√∑
n φ(tj , n)

2].

We consider the similarity values (σ(ti, tj)) between all
the pairs of traces as the elements of the adjacency matrix of
a fully connected graph G(V,E). In this graph, each vertex
vi corresponds to a captured trace ti and each edge eij has a
weight equals to the similarity value σ(ti, tj). Our hypothesis
is that touching all the nodes according to the minimum Hamil-
tonian path is a smarter way to iteratively select traces to merge
because it ranks the traces according to their contribution to the
final merge. This contribution can be estimated according to
the weights of the edges connecting a trace to all the others.
This rank is obtained from the path sequence, which is the
solution of the Hamiltonian path problem. Merging a subset
of top-ranked traces can improve the system scalability without
losing representative information. We calculate the optimal
Hamiltonian path with Concorde TSP Solver [3].
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(a) IRCICA scenario
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(b) INRIA scenario.

Fig. 1. Comparison between Hamiltonian and sequential approaches.

III. EVALUATION

We have conducted experiments in two scenarios in Lille,
France: IRCICA and INRIA. In both scenarios, we have de-
ployed 8 monitors capturing Wi-Fi traffic during 100 minutes.
Each monitor produces one trace at channel 1. We have
adopted WiPal as a network sniffer and merging software [4].

We compare our proposal with a sequential strategy where
traces are merged starting from monitor 1 then monitor 2 until
monitor 8. For comparison purposes, we find the minimum
Hamiltonian path starting from the trace captured by monitor
1 in both scenarios. In Figures 1(a) and 1(b), we observe how
fast the Hamiltonian sequence converges to the total covering
of unique captured frames. In two merging steps (or with the
first three traces), traces chosen by the Hamiltonian sequence
achieve more than 85% of the total unique captured frames in
both cases. The same threshold is achieved by the sequential
strategy only after a considerable higher number of traces.
The Hamiltonian curve remains always above the sequential
one, proving the importance of the right trace selection at the
beginning of the whole merging process.
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